
Welcome news! 
 
As a garden centre and/or greenhouse operation you have now been deemed by government as an essential service! You
are the foundation of supplying the green profession with all things green!
 
This was the message from MBNLA on April 16, 2020 when it was announced by Agriculture Minister Blaine Pederson that
garden centres and greenhouses were recognized as essential services. Yet, for the previous four weeks, MBNLA had been
working hard to get to this day.
 
As this board update was being drafted for the first time on Saturday, April 4, 2020 there was approximately 6 inches of
fresh snow on the ground in many areas of southern Manitoba. Looking out one’s window revealed an almost sterile scene,
especially for the time of year, as the sun created an immense amount of reflective glare off the new snow and there was
very little outdoor activity.
 
Unfortunately, as we all know, that peaceful, serene appearance is a façade to the backdrop of the reality of a global
pandemic facing our world. This has not only changed all of our lives now, but for many us, forever. The greenhouse, nursery
and landscape sector, not unlike any part of the economy, has had to deal with significant uncertainty as to the current and
future status of their operations.
 
As a result, MBNLA put forth their best effort to represent and support the greenhouse, nursery and landscape sectors
within the province. We have done our best to represent the profession both ethically and morally, including finding ways to
disseminate information not only to MBNLA members, but to as many contacts within the provincial green profession as
possible. This is not about one, two, five or ten businesses, it is about an entire industry and related supply chains. 
 
We sincerely thank those who have provided words of thanks and support for our efforts as we do our best to represent you
with .5 staff and a volunteer board that has had to respond to changes that are occurring quicker than has occurred in our
life-times. We would also like to thank those that took the time to provide input to our responses. Namely, Jordan Lacoste
the owner of Lacoste Garden Centre and MBNLA’s Garden Centre’s Canada representative to CNLA, and Chad Labbe, one
of the owners of Shelmerdine Garden Centre. 
 
As of April 12, what was to be the final edit for this message, the province had agreed to create a special task force to review
how garden centres might operate during these uncertain times. MBNLA secured a spot on this task force, as did a number
of garden centre respresentatives. We would also like to thank the task force members including; Jordan Lacoste of Lacoste
Garden Centre and MBNLA’s Garden Centres Canada representative Jarrett Davidson from T&T Seeds, Shea Doherty from
Our Farm, Lynn and  Bill Coupland from Plants 'n Things, Dorothy Dobbie from Pegasus publishing, Agriculture Minister
Blaine Pederson, and MLA Janice Morley-Lecomte for giving a well-rounded representation from across the province.
 
It is ironic that in the last newsletter in early February that MBNLA provided a piece in the newsletter titled “Dare to
belong” (reprinted in this issue). Who would have guessed that less than 8 weeks later that the MBNLA would playing such a
central role in coordinating efforts to represent all those within the profession- member or not.
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As a long time MBNLA member was overheard to say recently, “is there a more

critical time to be a member of your professional organization?” Unfortunately,

MBNLA has only 17 greenhouse/garden centre members while there are likely at

least 70 of these types of operations across southern Manitoba. This of course 

 reduces the ability and capacity of MBNLA to represent this sector as our human

resources are minimal.

 

Nonetheless, in addition to coordinating and disseminating various responses to

COVID-19 the board has continued to meet via video conferencing, and work on

behalf of its members. 

 

Grow20 was another successful event with overall sponsorships increasing over

Grow19 and the number of attendees being almost identical. With Grow20 in the

books, preparation for Grow21 has started including; booking the venue, identifying

speakers and updating the sponsorship package.

 

The finishing touches are being put on updates to the board policy manual. Although

the manual was comprehensive and thorough, approximately 40 pages have been

eliminated to account for either redundancy, issues that didn’t apply or extensive

overlap with the by-laws of the association. When the manual is completed it will be

posted under the governance section of the website.

 

As noted in the last newsletter the board is acting on recommendations from the

strategic plan MBNLA completed in 2016 by going one step further and creating

tactical plans for membership recruitment and retention and marketing. These

tactical plans are very specific and require the creation of deliverable items with

associated timelines. This will allow the board to plan for and complete identified

deliverables that will have direct impact on what needs to be done rather than

contemplating what could be done. These will not be one-year plans, and thus these

plans also allow for better planning and consistency as board members change over

time. The board had started on this initiative at its last two face to face board

meetings but has put this initiative on hold until face to face meetings can resume.

This is not an insignificant process and having people in the same room at the same

time is beneficial. The goal would be to have this initiative completed by the fall of

2020.

 

A reminder to all landscape contractors to take pictures of your progress and

finished product of any installation projects you would like to submit for the 2020

Awards. Projects from 2017-2019 qualify for submission for 2020. 

 

The MBNLA Board of Directors would also like to welcome the following new

members: Greenlawn Yardcare Company, Prairie Rubber Paving Inc.,  Ryan
Rochelle,  and the Mazergroup.
 

If you are looking for sub-contractor or other landscape products or services to

support your own business activities, consider supporting a fellow MBNLA member.

If there was ever a time to buy from and support local businesses, this is it.

 

Please do your best to respect the governments wishes and the health and safety of

you and your staff for the reputation of all greenhouses and garden centres and for

any green profession business operating during these times. This is our opportunity

to shine.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS UPDATE CONT.

 
The Canadian Landscape
Association (CNLA) is
pleased to announce that
an agreement to acquire
Communities in Bloom
(CiB) has been reached.
 
The governance and
ownership of the CiB
Program is now under the
umbrella of the CNLA. This
strategic alliance will
deliver an orderly
succession of directors and
staff, sustain the integrity
of the CiB Program, and
will provide exciting new
opportunities for the
future.
 
CiB and CNLA share many
of the same values that
promote the greening of
cities and foster
environmental, economic
and lifestyle benefits to
Canadians.
 
The CIB board will take
this opportunity to review
the program and develop
new strategies while
maintaining the important
relationships with
communities, provincial
organizations, existing
sponsors and other
partners. 
 
https://www.communitiesi
nbloom.ca/communities-
in-bloom-announce-an-
exciting-new-alliance/

CNLA UNITES WITH

COMMUNITIES IN BLOOM 

Thanks for your patience during this time. Should you have any questions or suggestions,
feel free to contact any board member or the Executive Director.

Sincerely, Manitoba Nursery Landscape Association - Board of Directors

https://www.communitiesinbloom.ca/communities-in-bloom-announce-an-exciting-new-alliance/


MEMBERSHIP DUES PAYMENT CHANGES
 
The board has decided, for accounting and reporting purposes and at the
suggestion of two accounting firms to alter the process and timing of the
way members pay their annual membership dues.
 
Currently approximately half of MBNLA members have an annual renewal
date of October 1. The remainder have individual anniversaries based on the
date they joined. For example, if a member joined January 12 of a given year
that is their annual renewal date moving forward. The remainder of
members have renewal dates that are scattered throughout the year
meaning that there is always a percentage of deferred membership dues
revenue showing on the balance sheet at any given point in the year.
 
In order to clean this up in the 2021 fiscal year which begins October 1,
2020, any member with an October 1 renewal date will maintain that
renewal date. However, in order to get the remaining members onto the
same annual renewal date of October 1 we will be prorating the 2020-21
dues for the period of that year which a member would be paying for. Using
the aforementioned example of a member with a renewal date of January
12, this member would be invoiced for the months of January -September 30
or 9 months. On October 1 they would then be invoiced for the subsequent
full membership year. The goal is to have all MBNLA members having the
same renewal date of October 1 which will make accounting simpler,
identifying overdue accounts easier and provide clearer financial reporting
to members and board members.
 
What do you have to do?
You don’t have do anything but pay your membership dues when you receive
an invoice.
Can someone still join part way through the year?
Yes, moving forward someone joining part way through the year will be pro-
rated for the portion of the year in which they are joining and then on
October 1 of the given fiscal year their anniversary date will be changed to
October 1.
If you have any further questions please feel free to contact the office.

COST SAVINGS

PROGRAMS

CAHRC HR Toolkit now free for CNLA members
The AgriHR Toolkit is designed to address the unique needs of the

agriculture industry. Based on years of research and field testing

conducted in Canada and internationally, this toolkit offers everything

you need to improve your people-management skills and develop key

resources to help you find, retain, and support your employees.

https://hrtoolkit.cahrc-ccrha.ca/

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

AND INSTALLATION:

Did you know that the

Landscape Industry in

Manitoba has a unique and

enviable legislation that

helps our construction and

maintenance companies to

be more profitable in our

short construction season?

What are the standard

hours of work for a

construction or

landscaping business?

For employees performing

landscaping work for a

landscaping business, the

standard hours are varied

from April 15 to November

30 each year. During that

period, the standard hours

are 10 hours a day, 50

hours a week and 2,080

hours a year.

Landscaping businesses

involve construction or

maintenance of a

landscape, including lawn

cutting, fertilizing, applying

sod and controlling weeds.

They do not include the

maintenance or cleaning of

parking lots or snow

removal, or working with

inventory or customers at a

gardening/landscaping

retail outlet.

What is a landscaping

business?

https://www.gov.mb.ca/labour/st
andards/doc,overtime,factsheet.
pdf

https://hrtoolkit.cahrc-ccrha.ca/
https://www.gov.mb.ca/labour/standards/doc,overtime,factsheet.pdf


APPRENTICESHIP CORNER MBNLA COMMITTEE

UPDATES:

Professional Development

Committee 

New Industry Certification

in Canada is introduced The

Landscape Horticulture

Certification Program

ensures that professionals

from across Canada comply

with current standards and

industry best practices.

Certification is available

for Technicians, Retail

Horticulturists, Landscape

Designers, and Managers. 

https://cnla.ca/training/his

tory

As an employer, what are the benefits to me if

I enrolled an apprentice?
Return on Training Investment:
There is no cost to the employer to register an apprentice. For every dollar an
employer invests in training an apprentice, employers, on average, receive a
return of a $1.47. This return on investment is not specific to the Landscape
Horticulturist trade. The return varies from trade to trade and is an average of
16 trades across the country, however, even the lowest returns were still
positive returns on investment.  This is not a payment to the employer, but
rather a value-added equivalent of employing an apprentice. The apprentice’s
productive value exceeds the training costs by the end of the second year or
earlier. Hiring apprentices ensures that an employer has skilled labour and a
lower turnover rate.

Tax credits:
The federal government has the Apprenticeship Job Creation Tax Credit. This
credit is worth a maximum of $2,000 per qualified apprentice. 

Effective recruitment strategy:
Leads to higher retention rates and lower turn-over. An enrolled employee has
committed to a 4 years of apprenticeship training (9 weeks per winter between
November and April).

Two-way skills development:
Mentoring apprentices renews and revitalizes journeypersons’ skills leading to
greater productivity as the apprentice hones practical skills in the trade. By
providing appropriate supervision, practical on-the job training and honest
feedback, the apprentice learns the skills required becoming a professional in
the trade.

Higher quality work:
Helps to maintain high standards and quality on the job and develops skills and
competencies that meet industry standards.  

Increased productivity:
Trains apprentices in the company’s systems and work processes. A trained
apprentice is a safer, more productive worker.

Improved safety: 
Makes journeypersons more aware of safe work practices as they teach
apprentices. This makes employees more familiar with the organization’s safety
practices leading to fewer accidents which results in reduced compensation
costs and leads to reduced insurance costs for some employers because
insurance companies recognize the lower risk of a skilled workforce.

Improved company reputation:
Delivers high quality products and services through highly trained and skilled
workers. This commitment to training can be used as a marketing tool to
customers to show them it is better to conduct business with a company, which
employs quality journeypersons and apprentices, rather than from
non-participating companies whose staff may not be qualified.
 
For more information contact MBNLA’s Professional
Development Committee Chair and Red Seal Journeyman Casey Norman at
casey@alladinslandscape.com, or visit
https://www.gov.mb.ca/wd/apprenticeship/discover/mbtrades/landscape.ht
ml

The Branching Out
Committee

Guy Dowhy would like to

remind everyone that

CNLA has a relationship

with the Manitoba based

Never Alone Foundation. A

portion of proceeds from

the sale of each ‘Never

Alone’ Rose goes toward

this charity. 

"I personally know

someone that has

benefitted from this

organization, when they

gave my brother-in-law and

his wife a day of guided

fishing on Lake of the

Woods, just before his eye

sight deteriorated from his

brain tumors."

This is a fantastic charity

worthy of our support.

https://neveralonefoundati

on.ca/our-rose/

https://cnla.ca/training/history
https://www.gov.mb.ca/wd/apprenticeship/discover/mbtrades/landscape.html
https://neveralonefoundation.ca/our-rose/


 
Welcome Jared Aubin as our new Grower Chair, replacing Scott Peter who is taking his talents West to a longer
growing season with no more winters off.
 
USDA Amends Entry Requirements for Importation of Boxwood, Euonymus and Holly from Canada
into the United States

The CFIA informed CNLA this afternoon that USDA-APHIS has issued a federal order for exports of Buxus spp.
Euonymus spp. and Ilex spp. from Canada to the US.  This relates to box tree moth.
The official order is on the USDA-APHIS website and is effective immediately. The order regulates all of Canada.
Shipments imported from Canada must be accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate with an additional
declaration (AD) certifying that the plants in the shipment fulfill the following requirements prior to importation
into the United States and territories:
1. The plants have been produced in a facility or area officially recognized by CFIA as free of box tree moth
(Cydalima perspectalis); OR
2. The shipment has been officially inspected and found to be free of box tree moth (Cydalima perspectalis).
The CFIA should be able to respond to this quickly, but in the meantime, if this order impacts shipments to the US,
please contact Jamie Aalbers, CNLA Growers Manager at 647-724-8630 or jamie@canadanursery.com

Garden Center Chair

Report

Join your Manitoba Garden

Centre Chair Jordan

Hiebert in Edmonton July 5-

7 for the 2nd Annual Garden

Centre Canada Summit.

Tour a few of Alberta’s

finest Garden Centres and

hear from keynote Speaker

and marketing expert Corey

Bordine.

https://cnla.ca/events/gard

en-centres-canada-summit-

2020-1

 

Your Garden Centre

Committee is working on

creating judging criteria to

include Garden Centres in

our annual Awards

Luncheon. This may take

some time to coordinate, we

are hoping that we can

introduce these award

criteria later this year so

our retail members can

prepare for next season.

GROWER CHAIR REPORT

https://cnla.ca/events/garden-centres-canada-summit-2020-1


 
“Through our membership with the Manitoba Nursery Landscape
Association, we were able to take advantage of the Michelin tire program.
By accessing national fleet pricing through any Michelin dealer in Winnipeg,
we are able to ensure the best possible pricing on both Michelin and
BFGoodrich tires for all vehicles in our fleet. Having over one hundred tires
on the road each day in the summer season, quality tires are a must for us.
The cost savings on one set of truck tires has returned the annual
membership fee with the MBNLA.”
Brandon Sutherland, Geller’s Design/Landscape/Build
 
Be sure to contact CNLA for your Marks Work Wearhouse 2020 discount
cards for your staff, and check out CNLA’s other new programs including
Wacker Neuson, VW Canada, and Travelodge.
https://cnla.ca/learn/member-savings
  

Landscape Onsites 

As a supervisor or owner, you have an obligation to communicate to each of
your employees how to work safely and effectively. CNLA’s On-Site
sessions have been designed to provide the framework for short, basic
training sessions to develop an informed well-rounded employee.
https://cnla.ca/training/landscape-onsites
 

Supplemental Unemployment Benefit Program

(EI SUB plan)

Employers can use a Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (SUB) plan to
increase their employees’ weekly earnings when they are unemployed due
to a temporary stoppage of work, training, illness, injury or quarantine.
Payments from SUB plans that are registered with Service Canada are not
considered as earnings and are not deducted from EI benefits (pursuant to
subsection 37(1) of the EI Regulations).
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/152131/2020%20Green%20Industry%2
0Benchmark%20Report.pdf

MEMBER BENEFITS ANNOUNCEMENTS

GELLERS TAKES ADVANTAGE OF THE MICHELIN TIRE PROGRAM

Introduction: 

HindSite Software’s 2020

Green Industry Benchmark

Report is one of the foremost

studies about the challenges,

human resources, services,

sales and marketing,

education, and office and

software practices among

green industry businesses.

Respondents to this year’s

survey included more than 350

green industry businesses

ranging in size from one-

person operations to 100+

employee businesses

throughout North America.

Their responses helped

uncover overarching business

challenges and opportunities

smart businesses can leverage

to improve their operations

and grow their revenue.

 

Executive Summary: 

2019 continued a trend of

growth for green industry

businesses, as it was another

great year for the typical green

industry business. 37% of

respondents indicated they’d

grown their revenue by 10% or

more in 2019 and 70% of

respondents experienced a

revenue increase in 2019. Most

expect more of the same in

2019, with 37% expecting

moderate improvement, up 6%

from a year ago. However, a

labor shortage is still weighing

heavily on the green industry,

with 88% of respondents

finding it very or somewhat

difficult to find good

employees.

GREEN INDUSTRY

BENCHMARK REPORT FOR

2020:

(FULL REPORT PDF 13MB)

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCED

"2 BILLION TREES IN 10 YEARS” CAMPAIGN ... READ MORE

https://cnla.ca/learn/member-savings
https://cnla.ca/training/landscape-onsites
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/152131/2020%20Green%20Industry%20Benchmark%20Report.pdf
https://mbnla.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2020-Green-Industry-Benchmark-Report.pdf
https://www2.liberal.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/292/2019/09/Planting-two-billion-trees-and-using-the-power-of-nature-to-fight-climate-change.pdf


The Canadian Nursery Landscape Association secured funding for nursery producers for three years, to encourage

exports and to help increase sales of nursery stock.  We are on year two of our program and we are currently under

subscribed with this program.  Some of you have used the Agri-Marketing program in the past and have made claims

through CNLA. Others may not have accessed funds yet. 

 

CNLA has secured the following funds that may be claimed for travel (hotels, flights, land travel), trade shows (booth

space, booths, registration, etc.), advertising in foreign countries for the period of April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020:  

· Approximately $87,000 for marketing activities in the United States

· Approximately $5,600 for any marketing activities in South Africa

· Approximately $13,800 for any marketing activities in the United Kingdom

· Approximately $25,000 for any marketing activities in Japan

 

Much like the previous years, we can move allocations to other countries, depending on the industry’s marketing

activities. Please feel free to email Lauryn Mullan at CNLA to submit claims or with any questions

at lauryn@cnla-acpp.ca.

DARE TO BELONG
At some point in life everyone takes risks at various levels. Starting to walk, starting school, choosing a

career and for many of you starting a business or changing careers. All of these endeavours, amongst others,

forced you at a certain level to expose and overcome your vulnerabilities and weaknesses in order to move

forward. How does this relate to MBNLA? 

MBNLA and any other organization, including your own businesses or employment positions are subject to

criticism from customers, superiors, peers and other stakeholders. However, it is how you respond to and

address these situations that often separate those who remain stagnant and those who move forward. We

all know it is often easier to stand on the sidelines and toss criticisms as opposed to being engaged and

involved by suggesting solutions.

As your provincial professional organization, MBNLA is here to represent our members. Whether you are a

current member of MBNLA or not, could MBNLA benefit from your membership and involvement to improve

on what MBNLA does and how they do it? Could yours and the input of others help MBNLA and by extension

the profession and furthermore, everyone’s business? Consider the changes to MBNLA in the past year;

• an updated and improved website with a members only area:

• increased communication with members through a regular newsletter, e-mail promotions, social media and

responsiveness to member inquiries; 

•  updating of by-laws, articles of incorporation and soon the board policy manual; 

• involvement with the temporary foreign workers program for Manitoba,

• a record for Grow Show attendance and sponsorship,

• working with prairie provincial governments to maintain the transport of woody plant materials this past

summer,

• soon to be completed tactical plans for membership recruitment and retention and marketing,

• representation and lobbying for member and non-member greenhouses, nurseries and garden centers to

be identified as essential services.

Dare to belong and imagine what could be done with more members and thus more human and financial

resources! Dare to belong and dare to be involved. 

 

MBNLA wants and needs your support and involvement for the benefit of all in the profession.

 

Contact info@mbnla.com or any Board Director today to find out how you can help grow/support MBNLA!

AGRI-MARKETING FUNDING



Contact MBNLA at:

204-661-6397

mbnla.com

info@mbnla.com

P.O. Box 1755

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z9
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CNLA Government Regulations: David Hinton, Board Rep: Guy Dowhy
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Derek Dexter, Board Rep: Casey Norman
CNLA Human Resources: Guy Dowhy representative for both

MBNLA / CNLA PORTFOLIOS
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Treasurer: Chris Spicer

Secretary: Nathan Szuck
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MBNLA - Portfolio Chairs
Events: Chris Spicer
Marketing and Networking:  Nathan Szuck, Chris Spicer,
Matt Bell, and Casey Norman
Membership: Nathan Szuck and Matt Bell
Governance: Guy Dowhy
Education and Research: Casey Norman
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